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ABSTRACT 

The Covid 19 pandemic of the past three years has necessitated certain modifications to the 

management strategy, as health care professionals and diabetic patients cannot communicate 

directly. Technology is used to ensure that the management of Diabetes Mellitus remains 

intact. Using a bibliometric methodology, this study intends to examine the breadth of 

research on the application of telehealth to the management of Diabetes Mellitus during the 

Covid 19 Pandemic. Google scholar, Pubmed, and Science Direct are used to search for 

research databases, and VOS-viewer is used to retrieve the search results. The analysis of 

902 articles from 2020 to 2022 reveals the existence of three clusters (red, green, and blue) 

that illustrate the relationship between topics. Bibliometric mapping using three distinct 

visualization techniques, including network visualization, overlay visualization, and density 

visualization. The most frequent keywords are Covid, Diabetes Mellitus, and Telemedicine. 

Telemedicine plays an essential role in the care of Diabetes Mellitus during a pandemic since 

it is simpler to communicate with patients due to limited interaction during lockdown, as seen 

by the analysis of the visualization above. Telehealth visits could be the subject of research 

that could be utilized to future studies. 
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INTRODUCTION 

World health authorities determine the public health emergency status during a pandemic 

by implementing social restrictions and self-isolation or quarantine (Faleh AlMutairi et al., 

2021). Diabetes Mellitus management necessitates dedication and frequently leaves patients 

feeling exhausted and despondent (Nuari, 2018a, 2018b; Nuari et al., 2018) This has a 

significant effect on people with Diabetes Mellitus who are unable to receive treatment at 
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hospitals or health centers due to laws restricting visits to health institution (Yang et al., 2020). 

Self-management is essential for regulating blood sugar levels and preventing microvascular 

and macrovascular problems in DM patients (Nuari et al., 2018). Therefore, in this age of 

modernization, efforts are required to assist DM patients in controlling their blood sugar 

levels, such as the use of technology in enhancing blood sugar control management, such as 

Telehealth. Telehealth is a technology-based nursing care delivery strategy that can be utilized 

to improve remote health care (M Tourkmani et al., 2021). 

The International Diabetes Federation (IDF) estimates that 537 million adults (aged 20-

79) or one in ten individuals globally have diabetes. Indonesia ranks fifth with 19.47 million 

persons affected by diabetes. With a population of 179.72 million, this means that 10.6% of 

Indonesians are diabetic. According to the IDF, 81 percent of diabetics reside in low- and 

middle-income nations. This is another reason why the IDF estimates that 44% of adults with 

diabetes have not yet been diagnosed (International Diabetes Federation, 2021).  

According to the International Diabetes Federation (IDF), the number of diabetics in 

Indonesia may reach 28.57 million by 2045. This amount is 47% greater than the 19.47 million 

projected for 2021. Since 2002, the number of persons with diabetes in 2021 has climbed 

significantly. Compared to 2011, when the number of diabetes reached 7.29 million, the 

number of diabetics has skyrocketed 167%. This increase is significantly greater than the 

growth between 2000 and 2011. During this time span, the number of people with diabetes 

rose by 29% from 5.65 million in 2000 to 7.35 million in 2010. In Indonesia, the number of 

diabetes-related deaths would reach 236,711 in 2021. Compared to 149,872 in 2011, this 

number has climbed by 58% (International Diabetes Federation, 2021). 

Numerous global research have been undertaken on the application of telehealth and 

telemedicine to the management of Type 2 diabetes. The introduction of Telehealth prior to 

the pandemic was hampered by a number of difficulties, such as cultural and societal norms 

(Borries et al., 2019). People are unfamiliar with Telehealth, prefer face-to-face interactions, 

and view online education as less dependable (Asante et al., 2020). The Diabetes Mellitus 

(DM) Telehealth Model is a smartphone application containing education, therapy regimens, 

and blood sugar control (Sun et al., 2019). There is no video conferencing consultation menu 

that requires the patient to visit a healthcare institution. Patients with diabetes mellitus can 

continue to manage their condition unrestrictedly throughout a pandemic phase marked by a 

lockdown scenario (Lee et al., 2021). To map the research database using a bibliometric 

technique, a methodical strategy is necessary. In Indonesia, bibliometric research in the health 
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sector has been conducted, however there has not been a single paper describing the use of 

telehealth or telemedicine in the management of diabetes during a pandemic 

 

METHOD 

All publications are culled from the Google Scholar, PubMed, and Science Direct 

databases, and all data is derived from global research. A web search was initiated with the 

terms "Telehealth in Diabetes Mellitus During a Pandemic" using the criteria "title, keywords, 

and abstract (subject area)". Included are items that were published between 2020 and 2022. 

Search the Google Scholar database with the aid of the Publish of Perish Application in order 

to uncover more articles in Research Journals. Then, articles are sorted by subject and open 

access status. The required articles are then exported to the Mendeley application in *.ris 

format for database maintenance. The completed article is entered into the VOS-viewer for 

display and trend analysis as a bibliometric map. VOS-viewer permits an overview of 

publication maps, nation maps, or journal maps based on a network (co-citation) as well as 

the construction of keyword maps based on a common network. The keyword frequency can 

be changed as required in order to avoid irrelevant terms. Additionally, VOS-viewer software 

can be used to perform data mining, mapping, and categorization of articles extracted from 

database sources. 

 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The minimum number of words required to use the VOS-viewer has been set to six. 

After analysis, there are three clusters (red, green, and blue) that illustrate the association 

between topics. VOS-viewer is capable of displaying bibliometric mapping in three distinct 

visualizations, including network visualization (Figure 1), overlay visualization (Figure 2), 

and density visualization (Figure 3). Keywords are shown by colored circles. There is a 

positive correlation between the size of the circle and the frequency of keywords in the title 

and abstract. Consequently, the size of letters and circles is dictated by their occurrence 

frequency. The typeface and circle size will increase as the frequency of the keyword 

increases. Extraction findings based on titles, keywords, and abstracts identified 902 articles 

from 902 publications published between 2020 and 2022, revealing three groups (red, green, 

and blue). During the tracing process, the acquired data is organized into a journal-style 

format. 
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Picture. 1 

Topic area Visualization Using Network 

Visualization 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                              Picture. 2 

Visualization Topic Areas Using Overlay Visualization 
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Picture. 3 

Visualization Topic Areas Using  Density Visualization 

 

 

Based on Figure 1 illustrates the clusters in each of the researched subject areas. 

Even though they are in distinct clusters, Covid, Diabetes Mellitus, and Telemedicine are 

dominant in this area. It may be concluded that the three keywords are frequently 

correlated; for instance, Telemedicine is related to Diabetes Mellitus and Covid 19 that 

affects both adults and children. The visualization of the topic area reveals that 

telemedicine and telehealth applications have been utilized extensively in the management 

of diabetes mellitus. Some research examine the association between many keywords. The 

first cluster contains nine items, the second cluster contains nine items, and the third cluster 

contains seven items. In 2020-2022, telehealth and telemedicine applications for the 

management of diabetes mellitus will predominately be the subject of study, as depicted in 

Figure 2. While Figure 3 illustrates the extent of study, the darker the color, the greater the 

number of studies. 

During the COVID-19 pandemic, the current study demonstrated that telemedicine 

therapy significantly improved glycemic control among high-risk individuals with diabetes 

mellitus (Alessi et al., 2021; Gong et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2021; Sun et al., 2019; Waller et 

al., 2021). In addition, it demonstrated that telemedicine may be successfully integrated 
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into diabetic care to replace many of the typical in-person care appointment (M Tourkmani 

et al., 2021). Therefore, Saudi Arabia's health policymakers should consider developing 

thorough rules for telemedicine care in order to ensure the quality of care and address 

concerns such as financial reimbursement and patient privacy (M Tourkmani et al., 2021; 

Waller et al., 2021; Yasmin et al., 2020).  

 

CONCLUSION 

The Diabetes Mellitus Telehealth model is a smartphone application containing 

education, therapy schedules, and blood sugar control; there is no consultation menu in the 

form of a video conference where the patient is not required to visit a medical facility. This 

study has demonstrated that there is a dearth of research on the usage of telemedicine in 

Indonesia. Using a bibliometric methodology, this study aims to organize, describe, and 

analyze systematic literature sharing.  
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